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Hot Spot

My life is like a work/ that is always in progress
Mama used to say/ watch the crowd you hand out with
them kids around the block/ be on some nonsense
but I didn’t listen/ didn’t see the consequence
It started from leaving stores/ with fat pockets
I wasn’t copping/ so my friends started mocking
but when I started stealing yo/ I couldn’t stop it
I was straight violating/ my own conscience
We went from small licks to picking locks at houses
that is what we thought/ would have brought the hotness
the amount of stuff we stole/ was straight up shocking
But then one day popo/ came up knocking
Said something’s came up missing from a nearby apartment
went to my mains and my name they started dropping
my heart started pounding/ like a just caged robin
I should have listened to mom/ and climbed out the pot quick

Verse 2

Just like some folks no joke will damage ya
some will give ya hope fa sho and stand with ya
show you tough love maybe even challenge ya
but call you beyond the life of being an amateur
they see beyond the lenses even caught by a camera
and bring the right equation like you be up in algebra
and water destiny that be planted in us
activating a mind state waiting to erupt
when you understanding this man you will flip
and begin the authorship of your own manuscript
sure there are folks who just be acting scandalous
so get with those who respect your perimeters
without support I couldn’t even handle this
without Uncle Ted and Jen and people to stand with
me when all I could see was the hood like damaging
they should me the good life and know I live it passionate

Verse 3

To bring out the best you know what you say yes to
hook up with a fresh crew that will always respect you
it might just be one dude there to come catch you
but he’ll always come thru when its time for the rescue
a good friend will check and express without a spectacle
he’ll let you know that you can’t settle bro
but the jealous folks will try to provoke the lesser you
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but let them know they can’t hold to the best in you
good company will lead you thru all of the hating
and let you know no matter what you’re never forsaken
as your purpose is awaking you’ll soon be elevating
and demonstrating a way out in any situation
no debating you’ll find that cats is blind to the plot
when opposition is itching it is a sign that you got
your position and your vision so shine in this spot
and when they ready to listen help them climb out the pot

Climbing Out
What is the “pot” that you are in?

When you get in trouble (or in the pot)
are you keeping others in, or yourself?
How?

How do friends (others) affect you in both
positive ways and negative ways?

Who wants to see you
climb out?  Why?

What are the reasons
for staying in the
pot?

What will your future
be like if you don’t get out?

What are the reasons for
getting out of the pot?

Warning: If you try to get out, you will be attacked! Why?

What will your future be like
when you climb out?

What are the tools you can
use to get out?

Why is it
   difficult
     for the crabs to
          climb out of
            the pot?
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